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ABSTRACT

The Mcm2-7 complex is the eukaryotic replicative
helicase, a toroidal AAA+ molecular motor that
uses adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding and hy-
drolysis to separate duplex DNA strands during rep-
lication. This heterohexameric helicase contains six
different and essential subunits (Mcm2 through
Mcm7), with the corresponding dimer interfaces
forming ATPase active sites from conserved motifs
of adjacent subunits. As all other known hexameric
helicases are formed from six identical subunits, the
function of the unique heterohexameric organiza-
tion of Mcm2-7 is of particular interest. Indeed,
prior work using mutations in the conserved
Walker A box ATPase structural motif strongly
suggests that individual ATPase active sites contrib-
ute differentially to Mcm2-7 activity. Although only a
specific subset of active sites is required for
helicase activity, another ATPase active site
(Mcm2/5) may serve as a reversible ATP-dependent
discontinuity (‘gate’) within the hexameric ring
structure. This study analyzes the contribution that
two other structural motifs, the Walker B box and
arginine finger, make to each Mcm2-7 ATPase
active site. Mutational analysis of these motifs not
only confirms that Mcm ATPase active sites contrib-
ute unequally to activity but implicates the involve-
ment of at least two additional active sites (Mcm5/3
and 6/2) in modulating the activity of the putative
Mcm2/5 gate.

INTRODUCTION

In eukaryotes, the replicative helicase is the
minichromosome maintenance (Mcm) complex, a

heterohexamer of six individually essential proteins
numbered two through seven [Mcm2-7; (1)]. Each Mcm
subunit belongs to the AAA+ family of adenosine
triphosphatases (ATPases) that typically form active
sites at dimer interfaces (2–4). One subunit of an
ATPase active site contributes both Walker A and
Walker B motifs, while the adjoining subunit contributes
the arginine finger motif (2). In addition to catalytic roles
in ATP binding and hydrolysis, these motifs likely make
variable contributions to the inter-site communication
needed to enable coordinated DNA unwinding (2).
Mcm2-7 forms a toroidal complex with an open central
channel that putatively constitutes the substrate (i.e.
DNA) binding site flanked by six ATPase active sites
(3,5–7).

The heterohexameric organization of Mcm2-7 is
unique among known helicases (7) and appears to be
functionally important because each of the six Mcm
subunits are completely conserved in all eukaryotes
examined to date (1,8,9). As hexameric helicases are
typically formed from six copies of an identical subunit,
the assumed equal functional involvement of each subunit
forms the cornerstone of all mechanistic models of
hexameric helicase function (7,10,11). In contrast,
because Mcm2-7 is formed from six distinct subunits, it
contains six unique ATPase active sites. Five of the six
ATPase active sites (Mcm5/3, 3/7, 7/4, 4/6 and 6/2)
have been directly demonstrated by subunit association
experiments (Figure 1A), and mutational analysis of the
Mcm3/7, 7/4 and 6/2 dimers has identified the active site
motifs contributed by each subunit to the active sites
(12,13). The sixth site (Mcm2/5) is too unstable to be
observed by these means but is inferred to exist by (i)
considerations of the toroidal nature of the complex;
and (ii) the similar effect that mutations in this putative
active site have on the association rate of the complex with
ssDNA and its relative ability to bind circular
single-strand (ss)DNA (13–16).
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Biochemical analysis of Mcm subcomplexes (14,15,17)
allows the basic classification of the subunits into two
functional groups: one that contains the Mcm4, 6 and 7
subunits, which form hexameric subcomplexes [Mcm467
(18) and Mcm7/4 (17)] with in vitro helicase activity
(helicase subunits), while the remaining subunits (regula-
tory subunits) appear to have a minimal role in DNA
unwinding and, in fact, inhibit the in vitro activity of the
helicase subunits under some conditions (14,16,19).
Although the function of the Mcm regulatory subunits is
unknown, analysis of the ssDNA association rates of
mutant Mcm2-7 complexes and the ability of these
complexes to bind circular ssDNA suggests that the
Mcm2/5 ATPase active site functions as an
ATP-dependent discontinuity or ‘gate’ in the toroidal
Mcm structure (5,12,14).
Although an in vivo function for the putative Mcm2/5

gate is currently unknown, various data suggest that the
topological state of the gate may either assist in initially
loading Mcm2-7 onto replication origins or, alternatively,
regulate the helicase activity of the complex (5,12,14). If
true, the Mcm2/5 gate must communicate with the active
site(s) required for helicase function. Because adjacent
subunits communicate primarily through nucleotide occu-
pancy and resultant conformational changes in their
shared ATPase active sites, mutations in the active sites
that link the gate to the helicase subunits (i.e. the Mcm5/3
and 6/2 ATPase active sites) might mimic gate defects by
interfering with this communication.
This study focuses on the DNA binding and helicase

properties of Mcm2-7 complexes containing Walker B
mutations and reexamines and extends the properties of
the previously published arginine finger mutant
complexes. Our results not only confirm that the Mcm7/
4 and 4/6 sites are essential for in vitro helicase activity but
additionally indicate that the Mcm ATPase active sites
that flank Mcm2/5 (i.e. Mcm5/3 and 6/2) modulate the
biochemical activities of the putative Mcm2/5 gate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents, Mcm mutations, computer images

Buffers and other reagents are detailed in the
Supplementary Data. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Mcm mutations used in this study are amino acid substi-
tutions in the Walker B (DE!NQ, DENQ) and arginine
finger (R!A, RA) motifs, respectively (Table 1). All con-
structs have been presented previously and were complete-
ly sequenced to verify that they contain only the indicated
mutation (5,12,15). The acquisition and editing of

Figure 1. DNA binding of mutant Mcm2-7 complexes. (A) Proposed
subunit organization of Mcm2-7 (12,13). (B) Silver-stained SDS-PAGE
gel of wild-type and indicated mutant Mcm2-7 hexamers. (C)
ATPgS-dependent ssDNA binding as a function of (Mcm2-7) for
DENQ (top) or RA (bottom) mutant complexes. The number to the
right of each curve denotes the mutant subunit; 6x refers to Mcm2-7
complexes in which all six subunits contain the indicated mutation.
Boxes around the 150 nM points indicate the data used to create

Figure 1D. (D) Summary of Mcm2-7 ssDNA binding by the pentameric
preparation ( ) and the single and sextuple (6x) KA (left), DENQ
(middle) and RA (right) mutant hexamers (at 150 nM). The data for
the Mcm2-7 complexes containing the indicated KA mutants are from
ref. 5 and are shown for comparison. Assays for all three sets of mutant
complexes were performed under identical conditions. Although the
Mcm2-7 complex containing Mcm7KA appears to bind ssDNA, this
binding is largely independent of ATP (5), and as such, we consider this
mutant to be defective in ssDNA binding.
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computer images used in Figures 1 and 2 are described in
Supplementary Data.

Proteins and purification

Wild-type and mutant Mcm2-7 complexes were expressed
in baculovirus-infected insect cells and purified through
multiple chromatography steps as previously described
[see Supplementary Data, (12) and (15)]. Although a gel
filtration step was used to enrich for hexamers, molecular
weight resolution is limited by this technique, and we
cannot reliably separate hexamers (�600 kDa) from
pentamers (�500 kDa). The protein preparations used in
this study were characterized (5,12,14) by both quantita-
tive western blotting using subunit-specific antibodies and
known amounts of individually purified Mcm subunits as
standards to establish the stoichiometry of co-migrating
subunits (i.e. Mcm2 4, and 7; Supplementary Table S1),
and by gel filtration or co-immunoprecipitation to confirm
that the final preparations maintained a hexameric oligo-
merization (Supplementary Figure S1). By these criteria,
although most of our preparations are limited for Mcm6,
at least 37–76% of the protein in these preparations
are heterohexamers [except those containing the
Mcm7RA (23% heterohexamers) and Mcm6DENQ
(13% heterohexamers) subunits]. In addition, this study
utilizes a previously described pentameric Mcm complex
that contains all subunits except Mcm6 (subsequently
called the Mcm pentameric preparation) (5,14). Protein
concentrations were quantified as described previously
(5,12,14) and, unless otherwise noted, refer to moles of
hexamers.

DNA binding assays

Double filter binding assays for ssDNA (including the as-
sociation rate enhancement and circularization studies)
were carried out as described [Supplementary Methods,
(5,14)], using an oligonucleotide probe (oligo 826, TGTC
TAATCCCGAAAGGCCCTGCCACTGAAATCAACA
CCTAAAGCATTGA) that was 50-radiolabeled using T4
polynucleotide kinase and [g32P]ATP. Unless otherwise
noted, the data points for the ssDNA binding, association
and circularization assays represent the averages of �3
repeats of the same experiment, and the error bars corres-
pond to the standard deviations.

Association assay

This assay has been described previously (14). For
preincubation experiments, Mcm complexes were

Figure 2. (A) Helicase activity of wild type (wt) Mcm2-7, the penta-
meric preparation ( ), and single DENQ (top) and RA (bottom)
mutant Mcm2-7 complexes. Electrophoretic positions of the fork sub-
strate and dissociated single strand are shown at left. The lane marked
‘boiled (+)’ serves as a positive control and shows the position of the
radioactive single strand after unwinding of the fork; the lane marked
‘boiled (�)’ shows the position of the radioactive fork in the absence of
dissociation. The identity of the mutant subunit is listed below the gel.
(B) Quantitation of unwinding activities shown in (A). Previous results
with the KA mutant complexes (14) are listed for comparison. (C)
Confirmation that DNA unwinding of the DENQ and RA mutant
preparations is Mcm2-7-dependent. Pair-wise helicase assays of the
indicated Mcm2-7 and Mcm467 preparations in the presence or
absence of an antibody that specifically blocks Mcm467 DNA unwind-
ing (14) are shown.

Table 1. Mcm mutants used in this study

Mutations Walker A box
(KA)

Walker B box
(DENQ)

Arg finger
(RA)

MCM2 542–GDPGTAKSQ 604–LIDEFDK 673–LSRFD
MCM3 408–GDPSTAKSQ 470–CIDEFDK 539–LSRFD
MCM4 567–GDPSTSKSQ 629–CIDEFDK 698–LSRFD
MCM5 415–GDPGTAKSQ 477–CIDEFDK 546–LSRFD
MCM6 574–GDPSTSKSQ 636–CIDEFDK 705–MSRFD
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incubated with 5mM ATPgS for 30min at 30�C prior to
addition of radiolabeled oligo 826 and the remaining
reaction components at t=0. At the indicated times,
5-ml samples were withdrawn and analyzed by filter
binding. The association kinetics were plotted as described
(20,21) using Equation (1):

1

ðRÞ � ðOÞ

� �
ln
ðOÞ ðRÞ � ðROÞ½ �

ðRÞ ðOÞ � ðROÞ½ �

� �
¼ kat

where (R) and (O) are the total concentrations of Mcm
complex and ssDNA, respectively, and (RO) is the con-
centration of the Mcm-ssDNA complex at time t. The
slope of the line represents the apparent association rate
constant (ka).

Circularization assay

This assay has been described previously (14). Briefly,
5mM sodium fluoride and competitor DNA [either
10 mg/ml circular or linear M13mp18 ssDNA or 1� TE
(no competitor control)] in buffer B2 was added to the
standard reactions but varied in the order of addition.
The radiolabeled probe used was oligo 826. Reactions
labeled ‘no comp’ contained all of the reagents (except
M13 competitor ssDNA) added simultaneously and
incubated at 30�C. In the reactions labeled ‘cir 1st’, all
reagents except ATPgS were present at t=0 and
incubated at 30�C; nucleotide was added at t=60min,
and incubation continued at 30�C. In the reactions
labeled ‘cir 2nd’, all reagents other than
b-glycerophosphate, sodium fluoride, oligo 826 and M13
ssDNA were present at t=0 and incubated at 30�C; the
remaining reagents were added at t=60min, and incuba-
tion continued at 30�C. Mcm/radiolabeled probe
complexes were measured using the double filter binding
assay at t=120min.

Helicase assay

Helicase assays were performed essentially as described
[see Supplementary Data and (5,14)]. To distinguish the
helicase activity of Mcm2-7 from that of any possible
contaminating Mcm467 subcomplexes in our mutant
preparations, helicase assays in Figure 2C were treated
with a specific neutralizing antibody (anti-Mcm7,
sc-6688, Santa Cruz) that inhibits the helicase activity of
Mcm467 but not of Mcm2-7 (14). The experiments were
conducted �2 times, and the gel images shown depict
typical results.

RESULTS

Experimental rationale

To date, helicase activity from recombinant Mcm2-7 has
only been observed following co-expression of all six
subunits in an insect cell system (14,22). Due to the
inherent variability of this system and the difficulty of
purifying hexameric complexes away fromMcm oligomers
of similar size, our analysis suggests that, on average, only
about half of the protein in our preparations is in the form
of Mcm2-7 heterohexamers, with the balance of the

preparation being a mixture of Mcm subcomplexes
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section, Supplementary
Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S1). This mixture of
Mcm species potentially makes it difficult to specifically
establish the biochemical activities of the intact Mcm2-7
complex. However, this issue can be largely mitigated by
knowing the biochemical activities of Mcm subcomplexes
and using this information to discount their contribution
to assays of heterohexameric Mcm2-7 activity.
Toward this end, we have generated and assayed a rep-

resentative Mcm subcomplex that is likely the major
non-hexameric species in our preparations. As the
limiting subunit in our current Mcm preparations is
Mcm6, the bulk of non-heterohexameric Mcm species in
the preparations are likely deficient for Mcm6. Thus, to
model these subcomplexes, we purified and characterized a
pentameric Mcm preparation lacking Mcm6 (henceforth
referred to as the pentameric preparation). In the experi-
ments that follow, the pentameric preparation serves as a
metric for Mcm subcomplexes. Thus, biochemical
activities that are present in our Mcm2-7 preparations
but lacking in the pentameric preparations are considered
to reflect a unique activity of the heterohexamer.

Mcm2-7 requires only a subset of ATPase active sites
for ssDNA binding

Mcm2-7 binds ssDNA in an ATP-dependent manner
(5,16). To examine the role(s) that the six Mcm Walker
B and arginine finger motifs make to ssDNA binding,
mutant Mcm2-7 complexes containing either Walker B
or arginine finger mutations were expressed, purified,
and characterized (Figure 1B, Supplementary Figure S1,
Supplementary Table S1). These heterohexameric
complexes contain a single subunit with a mutation in
either the Walker B [substitution of the conserved acidic
residues (DE) to their amide counterparts (NQ), i.e.
DENQ mutants] or arginine finger (substitution of the
conserved arginine to alanine, i.e. RA mutants) motif in
the company of the remaining five wild-type Mcm
subunits, as indicated [(12,15); Table 1]. We previously
characterized the ATPase activities of these 12 mutant
complexes, and both DENQ and RA substitutions indi-
vidually eliminate ATP hydrolysis from their resident
active site, as demonstrated in mutational studies of the
dimeric Mcm7/4 ATPase active site (12,13).
Using a DNA filter-binding assay (5), ATPgS-

dependent ssDNA binding of mutant Mcm2-7 complexes
to a radiolabeled oligonucleotide was assayed and
compared to wild type Mcm2-7 binding. Control
complexes that contain the indicated mutation in all six
of the Mcm subunits either eliminate (6xDENQ) or
greatly reduce (6xRA) ATPgS-dependent ssDNA
binding (Figure 1C), confirming the global involvement
of the six Mcm ATPase active sites in ssDNA binding.
However, complete integrity of the Mcm toroidal struc-
ture is not required for this activity because the pentameric
preparation demonstrates substantial ATPgS-dependent
ssDNA binding (Figure 1D).
In contrast to expectations of equal active site involve-

ment, analogous mutations in specific subunits
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differentially affect ssDNA binding as a function of
Mcm2-7 concentration (Figure 1C). Supplementary
Table 2 contains a list of the apparent ssDNA dissociation
constant (Kd) for each preparation, as well as those
previously obtained for the Walker A mutant (lysine to
alanine substitution, i.e. KA mutant) complexes for com-
parison (5). Several mutant preparations (i.e.
Mcm3DENQ, 6DENQ and 6RA) demonstrate decreases
in ssDNA binding at higher protein concentrations,
perhaps suggesting that these particular mutations
promote the formation of non-productive aggregates.
These results are summarized at a single protein concen-
tration in Figure 1D and compared with the ssDNA
binding results of the previously published KA mutant
complexes (5).
The mutant Mcm2-7 complexes can be separated into

two classes. Most of the mutations increase the dissoci-
ation constant for ssDNA binding 3- to 6-fold relative to
wild-type Mcm2-7. Because this reduction in affinity does
not occur with the Mcm pentameric preparation
(Supplementary Table S2), the reduction in ssDNA
affinity of the mutant complexes could be mechanistically
significant, suggesting that these active sites are involved
in the propagation of conformational changes within the
complex that optimize ssDNA binding. In sharp contrast,
the 4DENQ and 7DENQ mutations essentially ablate
ssDNA binding (i.e. mutants bind similarly to the
6xDENQ complex); while the 3RA, 5RA and 7RA muta-
tions severely reduce ssDNA binding comparable to the
analogous 6xRA complex (7- to 8-fold, Figure 1C). This
reduction strongly indicates a direct involvement of the
component ATPase active sites in ssDNA binding. With
the exception of the Mcm7KA complex (5), mutant
Mcm2-7 complexes that still bind ssDNA do so in an
ATPgS-dependent manner (data not shown). These data
confirm that Mcm2-7 active sites participate unequally in
ssDNA binding and most strongly implicate the primary
involvement of the Mcm7/4 (4KA, 4DENQ, and 7RA),
3/7 (7KA, 7DENQ, and 3RA) and (to a lesser extent) the
5/3 (5RA) ATPase active sites in this activity.

Mcm2-7 active sites contribute differentially to
DNA unwinding

We next examined the ability of the mutant Mcm2-7
complexes to unwind a short DNA fork substrate
(Figure 2A). These results are quantified (Figure 2B) and
compared to the results for the KA mutant complexes
(14). Although most of the mutations severely reduce or
eliminate DNA unwinding, several mutant complexes
retain demonstrable helicase activity, which in some
cases approach wild-type levels. Although most Mcm
subcomplexes lack helicase activity (e.g. the pentameric
preparation, Figure 2A), it is well known that the
hexameric Mcm467 subcomplex efficiently unwinds
DNA (18). To verify that the helicase activity of our
mutant Mcm2-7 preparations was not caused by
Mcm467 contamination, helicase assays were repeated
with addition of a neutralizing antibody that specifically
inhibits unwinding by Mcm467 but not wild-type Mcm2-7
(14). As shown in Figure 2C, addition of the antibody has

no effect on the DNA unwinding activity of the mutant
Mcm2-7 preparations, confirming that their helicase
activity does not result from contaminating Mcm467.

If one hypothesizes that loss of helicase activity is due to
functional loss of the indicated mutant active site, the un-
winding potential of each mutation can be correlated with
a particular ATPase active site within the Mcm2-7
complex. Three different classes of sites exist: (i) all muta-
tions in the Mcm7/4 (4KA, 4DENQ and 7RA) and 4/6
(6KA, 6DENQ and 4RA) active sites eliminate DNA un-
winding; (ii) none of the mutations within the Mcm5/3
(3KA, 3DENQ and 5RA) site eliminate unwinding; and
(iii) mutations within the remaining active sites (Mcm2/5,
3/7 and 6/2) have mixed effects, with some mutations
eliminating activity and others having little effect. These
results directly demonstrate that Mcm ATPase active sites
contribute unequally to helicase activity.

Mutations in the Mcm6/2 and Mcm4/6 ATPase active
sites alter the ability of Mcm2-7 to bind circular ssDNA

In contrast to analogous mutations in the other Mcm
ATPase active sites, defects in the Mcm2/5 site have one
of two specific biochemical effects that both depend upon
the order in which ATP enters the reaction. The first
involves the ability of Mcm2-7 to bind circular ssDNA
(i.e. the circularization assay). This activity is measured
using an ssDNA binding assay in which an unlabelled
circular ssDNA substrate competes for the binding of
Mcm2-7 to a radiolabeled linear substrate (14).
Although this assay measures circular ssDNA binding
via a reduction in linear ssDNA binding, we will subse-
quently refer to this activity as circular ssDNA binding for
simplicity.

Using this assay, wild-type Mcm2-7 was previously
shown to bind much better to circular ssDNA if added
to the reaction before ATPgS (Figure 3A, cir 1st) rather
than after ATPgS preincubation [Figure 3A, cir 2nd; (14)].
This ATPgS preincubation effect depends upon both the
Mcm2/5 ATPase active site and the oligomerization state
of the complex. Mcm2-7 containing the 5KA mutant
subunit (5) or the Mcm pentameric preparation [shown
in Figure 3A for comparison; (5,14)] both bind circular
ssDNA well, regardless of ATP preincubation. In
contrast, the Mcm2-7 complex containing the 2RA
mutant subunit or the Mcm467 subcomplex both bind
circular ssDNA poorly regardless of ATP preincubation,
with little effect on linear ssDNA binding (Figure 3A,
Supplementary Table S3) (5). Because the closely related
toroidal helicase SV-40 large T-antigen (TAg) binds
ssDNA within its central channel (23), the ability of
TAg to bind a DNA molecule lacking an end (i.e.
circular DNA) would likely require remodeling of the
complex to allow DNA access to the central channel. In
contrast, the free end of a linear DNA substrate might
bind the helicase by simply threading into the central
channel without toroid opening. Thus, the ability of
Mcm2-7 to bind circular DNA has been interpreted as
changes in the topology of the Mcm toroidal structure
that favor either opening (e.g. Mcm5KA complex) or
closing (e.g. Mcm2RA complex) of the toroidal structure
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to facilitate or block access of circular ssDNA to the
central channel, respectively (14).
Although the Walker A and arginine finger mutants

have been previously studied with the circularization
assay (5,14), the Walker B mutants have not been similarly
examined (Figure 3A). In contrast to the control
complexes, Mcm2-7 preparations containing the Walker
B mutation in either the Mcm6/2 (i.e. Mcm2DENQ) or
the Mcm4/6 (i.e. Mcm6DENQ) ATPase active site bind
circular ssDNA poorly regardless of ATPgS
preincubation. This result suggests that these mutations
cause the corresponding complexes to preferentially exist
in a topologically closed form. Note that this result is the
opposite that is observed for the topologically open penta-
meric preparation (Figure 3A). Moreover, the results
shown in Figure 2C strongly suggest that the poor
ability of these mutant preparations to bind circular
ssDNA is not due to the presence of contaminating
Mcm467.
Because prior analysis of the Walker A and arginine

finger mutations failed to identify defects in the Mcm6/2
or 4/6 active sites that affect circular ssDNA binding, we
reexamined our data to identify subtle defects that may
have been previously missed. To facilitate comparison
between the various mutant complexes, the ratio of
circular DNA binding in the absence of ATPgS
preincubation to that in the presence of ATPgS
preincubation was calculated (cir 1st/cir 2nd,
Supplementary Table S3) and plotted in ranked order
from lowest to highest (Figure 3B). Using this criterion,
the wild-type Mcm2-7 complex demonstrates a ratio of
0.56, while complexes that demonstrate no change in
circular ssDNA binding following ATP preincubation
[i.e. Mcm467 and the 5KA and 2RA complexes (5,14)]
have ratios of 0.92–1.01. In addition to both
Mcm2DENQ (0.79) and Mcm6DENQ (0.76), the next
most defective Mcm2-7 complex contains the Mcm6RA
(0.72) mutation. Because both the 2DENQ and 6RA mu-
tations are believed to ablate the Mcm6/2 ATPase active
site (12,13), the similar defect in circular ssDNA binding

Figure 3. Effects of ATP preincubation on Mcm2-7 circular ssDNA
binding and ssDNA association by the wild-type (wt) and mutant
complexes. (A) Circularization assay. This assay measures the ability
of a circular ssDNA substrate (i.e. cir) to compete with the standard
radiolabeled oligonucleotide substrate for Mcm2-7 binding as a
function of ATPgS preincubation. The three vertical bars in the
graph for each protein represent (i) normalized relative binding in the

absence of circular competitor DNA; (ii) competition experiments in
which both the cold circular competitor and radiolabeled oligonucleo-
tide are added to the Mcm complex for 30min prior to ATPgS addition
(cir 1st); and (iii) conditions in which the Mcm preparation was
incubated with ATPgS prior to addition of both cold circular ssDNA
competitor and radiolabeled oligonucleotide (cir 2nd). Ring closure
results for wild type Mcm2-7, Mcm467, the pentameric preparation
( ), and 2RA complexes have been previously published (14) and are
shown here for comparison. (B) Summary of circularization. The ratio
of cir1st/cir 2nd for each mutant Mcm2-7 preparation (Supplementary
Table 3) is plotted in ranked order. (C) Mcm2-7/ssDNA association as
a function of time. The Mcm preparations were either preincubated
(open squares) or not (filled diamonds) with ATPgS for 30min prior
to addition of the ssDNA substrate, as described in the ‘Materials and
methods’ section. The filter binding method and the radiolabeled
ssDNA substrate used are the same as in Figure 1C. Note: the associ-
ation rate data for the wild-type Mcm2-7, Mcm467, pentamer ( ), and
Mcm2RA have been previously published [(5) and Supplementary Data
in ref. 14), and are shown here for comparison. (D) Summary of asso-
ciation rate enhancement of the mutant Mcm2-7 preparations with
ssDNA. The ratio of the association rate in the absence of ATPgS
preincubation to the association rate in the presence of ATPgS
preincubation for each mutant Mcm2-7 preparation (Supplementary
Table 4) is plotted in ranked order.
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provides additional support that the Mcm6/2 active site
helps regulate the toroidal topology of Mcm2-7. In
contrast, while the Mcm4RA and 6DENQ mutations
both ablate the Mcm4/6 active site, the Mcm4RA
mutation demonstrates only a moderate circular ssDNA
binding defect similar to a variety of other Mcm ATPase
mutations (Figure 3B), results that neither support nor
dispute the involvement of the 4/6 active site in circular
ssDNA binding.

Mutations in the Mcm6/2 and Mcm5/3 ATPase sites
alter the binding kinetics of Mcm2-7 with ssDNA

The second biochemical defect specifically associated with
the Mcm2/5 active site concerns the association kinetics of
the complex for linear ssDNA. Wild-type Mcm2-7 binds
ssDNA slowly, but the association rate is enhanced
(>5-fold) by preincubation of the complex with ATP or
ATPgS prior to the addition of linear ssDNA [Figure 3C,
(5)]. Reminiscent of circular ssDNA binding, both the
Mcm467 subcomplex and Mcm2-7 complexes containing
the Mcm5KA or 2RA mutation obviate the ATP
preincubation effect on ssDNA association (i.e. they
load onto ssDNA at a rate similar to the wild-type
complex in the presence of ATP preincubation). In
contrast to the circular ssDNA binding assay results, the
pentameric preparation resembles the wild-type Mcm2-7
complex in its ssDNA association kinetics, indicating that
although this effect is strongly influenced by the Mcm2/5
active site, it may not be directly related to the topological
closure of the Mcm2-7 toroid [Figure 3C; (14)].
Among the Walker B mutant Mcm2-7 complexes that

still appreciably bind ssDNA, we measured their associ-
ation rates both with and without ATPgS preincubation
(Figure 3C, Supplementary Table 4). The Mcm2DENQ
complex uniquely demonstrates no rate enhancement
upon ATPgS preincubation, a result identical to that
observed for the Mcm5KA and 2RA mutant complexes.
Because the pentameric Mcm preparation acts like the
wild-type Mcm2-7 complex in this assay (Figure 3C), the
association rate enhancement in the absence of ATP
preincubation cannot be explained by a difference in the
level of non-heterohexameric complexes in the
Mcm2DENQ preparations.
Our prior analysis of Mcm mutants failed to identify a

defect in the Mcm6/2 ATPase active site that affects the
Mcm2-7 association rate, so we reexamined our data to
identify subtle defects that may have been previously over-
looked. To provide a ranked order of the effects of differ-
ent Mcm mutations on ssDNA association kinetics, the
magnitude of the ATPgS-dependent association rate en-
hancement for each mutant complex was calculated (ka
with ATPgS preincubation/ka without ATPgS
preincubation). By this criterion, the wild-type Mcm2-7
complex demonstrates an �5.4-fold rate enhancement,
while the 5KA, 2RA and 2DENQ complexes demonstrate
essentially no enhancement (0.93- to 1.06-fold, Figure 3D,
Supplementary Table 4). In addition to these three
mutants, the 3DENQ and the 6RA mutations are the
next most defective (1.11- and 1.19-fold, respectively)
(5,12,14). Because both the 2DENQ and 6RA mutations

are believed to ablate the Mcm6/2 ATPase active site
(12,13), the partial defect caused by 6RA provides add-
itional support that the Mcm6/2 active site helps to
regulate the ssDNA association rate of Mcm2-7. In
contrast to the Mcm6/2 active site, however, only the
Walker B mutation in the Mcm3/5 active site (i.e.
3DENQ) is strongly defective for ssDNA association
rate enhancement, while the arginine finger allele for this
active site (Mcm5RA, Figure 3D) has a much less severe
defect. Although differences between mutants in the same
active site may be expected (see below), the contrasting
results with the 3DENQ and 5RA alleles neither support
nor discount the involvement of the Mcm5/3 ATPase
active site in regulating the Mcm2-7 ssDNA association
rate.

DISCUSSION

We show that inclusion of either the Mcm2DENQ or 6RA
mutation in Mcm2-7, similar to the previously analyzed
5KA and 2RA mutations, causes defects in both
ATP-dependent ssDNA association rate enhancement
and circular ssDNA binding. Moreover, complexes con-
taining the Mcm3DENQ mutation are unusually defective
in the ATP-dependent ssDNA association rate enhance-
ment effect, while the Mcm6DENQ mutation causes a
partial defect in circular ssDNA binding. Taken
together, our results indicate that the Mcm6/2 and 5/3
ATPase active sites (and perhaps the Mcm4/6 site) are
involved in the putative Mcm2/5 gate activity (14), as
well as confirm and extend prior observations that the
six Mcm ATPase active sites contribute differentially to
Mcm2-7 function.

Concerns regarding Mcm oligomerization

One premise of this study is that the results reflect the
activity of structurally intact Mcm2-7 hexamers, but
several experimental factors may limit the validity of this
assumption. The structural stability of the Mcm complex
is one such potential issue, but evidence indicates that
Mcm oligomerization is stable under our experimental
conditions. Unlike other helicases, such as TAg (24),
Mcm oligomerization does not require ATP (13).
Moreover, Mcm2-7 is stable to the extent of dilution
used in our assays. For example, analytical gel filtration
of purified hexamers in the absence of ATP results in
enormous protein dilution, but complexes largely retain
their hexameric size [Supplementary Figure 1C (5); and
Supplementary Figures 1B and 5B (14)]. In addition,
Mcm2-7 complexes diluted during immunoprecipitation
retain their initial oligomeric state (Supplementary
Figure 1). Although these data do not exclude the possi-
bility of a rapid and reversible opening and closing of the
Mcm toroidal structure, we observe robust and reprodu-
cible differences between various mutant Mcm2-7 prepar-
ations, which strongly argue that the propensity to open
and close the Mcm ring depends upon the state of indi-
vidual ATPase active sites.

In addition, the presence of Mcm subcomplexes in
our preparations might similarly obscure our results.
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To address this possibility, we directly evaluated a defined
non-hexameric Mcm complex (pentameric preparation).
Comparison between the properties of the mutant
Mcm2-7 preparations with those of the pentameric prep-
aration allowed us to separate the contribution that Mcm
hexamerization and mutant ATPase active sites make
toward activity. For example, the pentameric preparation
binds circular ssDNA much better than the Mcm2-7
heterohexamer, suggesting that most Mcm subcomplexes
that are competent to bind ssDNA will bind circular
ssDNA ‘better’ than the heterohexameric Mcm2-7. In
contrast, several of our mutant Mcm2-7 preparations
bind circular ssDNA binding ‘worse’ than Mcm2-7 and
the pentameric preparation (e.g. Mcm2DENQ), an obser-
vation difficult to explain by the participation of topo-
logically open Mcm subcomplexes. Because the Mcm467
subcomplex poorly binds circular ssDNA (5), this obser-
vation could in principle be explained by contaminating
Mcm467 subcomplexes in the mutant preparations.
However, through immunoneutralization of Mcm467
(14), we show that Mcm467 activity does not account
for the DNA helicase activity of our mutant Mcm2-7
preparations (Figure 2C), indicating that Mcm467 con-
tamination in our preparations is negligible.

The differential contribution of Mcm ATPase active sites
to ssDNA binding and helicase activity

Although prior studies of the Mcm Walker A mutants
demonstrated functional differences among the Mcm2-7
ATPase active sites (5,14), additional analysis indicated
that they not only disrupt the ATP hydrolysis of the
active site in which they reside but also downregulate
the ATPase activity of the entire Mcm2-7 complex (15).
The dual roles of the Walker A motifs in both ATP hy-
drolysis and hexamer regulation potentially confuse the
interpretation that Mcm active sites are differentially
required for ssDNA binding and DNA unwinding. In
contrast, the Mcm Walker B and arginine finger mutants
lack a dominant inhibitory effect on ATP hydrolysis (12),
making them better candidates for studying the contribu-
tion of individual actives to DNA binding and unwinding.
Although both motifs are predominately involved with
ATP hydrolysis rather than binding [the Walker B motif
positions the nucleophilic water, while the arginine finger
motif assists ATP hydrolysis through its interactions with
the g-phosphate of ATP (2)], these motifs likely differ from
one another in their ability to transmit information con-
cerning ATPase active site occupancy among subunits
within the complex. Thus, mutations in the Walker B
and arginine finger motif might well be expected to have
different and informative biochemical defects even if they
reside in the same ATPase active site.

Our results with the DENQ and RA mutant complexes
confirm the differential involvement of Mcm ATPase
active sites in ssDNA binding and unwinding. The
Mcm7/4 and 4/6 (and possibly 3/7) sites are key to
DNA unwinding, while the Mcm3/7 and 7/4 (and
possibly 5/3) sites are required for ssDNA binding.
Although we cannot preclude the possibility that the
activity changes caused by our mutations are due to

subtle structural changes within the complex (rather
than to alterations in ATP binding or hydrolysis per se),
the fact that independent mutations in the same active site
often have similar molecular phenotypes supplies strong
support to our hypothesis that individual ATPase active
sites contribute differentially to Mcm2-7 activity. These
results also support previous studies indicating that
subcomplexes containing only the Mcm4, 6 and 7 (18)
or just the Mcm4 and 7 (17) subunits are completely com-
petent for in vitro DNA unwinding in the absence of the
remaining Mcm subunits, suggesting that the Mcm7/4
active site is the main motor that drives DNA unwinding.
In addition, these results are in agreement with recent ex-
periments using the archaeal homohexameric Mcm
complex that indicate that only two of the six ATPase
actives sites are needed for DNA unwinding (25).

Involvement of the Mcm regulatory subunits in Mcm2-7
topology and association rate

Mutations in the Mcm2/5 active site affect the ability of
the complex to bind circular ssDNA (14) and increase its
association rate with linear ssDNA (5,14). Together, these
observations form the basis of the Mcm2-7 gate model
(14). Our analysis demonstrates that certain Walker B
and arginine finger mutations in the two ATPase active
sites that flank Mcm2/5 (Mcm6/2 and Mcm5/3) have
similar, although weaker, effects on both the ability to
bind circular ssDNA and on the association rate. These
new data suggest that the Mcm6/2 and 5/3 sites are
involved in the putative Mcm gate activity, possibly by
communicating the status of gate closure to the active
sites involved in helicase activity, acting allosterically to
control gate function (see below), or serving as ‘minor
gates’ for DNA entry into the central channel of the
complex (see below).
In summary, different Mcm2-7 ATPase active sites

appear to have become specialized to perform the
various component biochemical activities (ATP hydroly-
sis, ssDNA binding, DNA unwinding and, possibly, gate
function) that together enable Mcm2-7 to fulfill its role in
DNA replication. Active sites involved in particular func-
tions tend to be adjacent within the complex (Figure 4A),
supporting the notion that different regions of the complex
have become specialized for different aspects of Mcm2-7
activity.

Model for the activity of the Mcm regulatory subunits in
Mcm2/5 gate function

At least two issues must be addressed in any model of how
ATPase active sites might regulate Mcm2-7 function: (i)
the relationship between topological closure of the
Mcm2-7 toroid and helicase activity; and (ii) the relation-
ship between nucleotide occupancy of the various ATPase
active sites.

Evidence that helicase activity requires topological closure
of Mcm2-7. Several observations indicate that DNA un-
winding by Mcm2-7 requires a closed hexameric complex.
First, while several different Mcm oligomers have been
shown to unwind DNA [Mcm2-7, 467 and 7/4
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(14,17,18)], all three species appear to form hexameric
toroids, suggesting a functional requirement for topologic-
al closure in DNA unwinding. Conversely, addition of the
Mcm5/3 dimer to the Mcm467 subcomplex inhibits its
helicase activity, likely through disruption of the
Mcm467 hexameric ring (16,26). Moreover, several obser-
vations demonstrate an inverse relationship between
results from the circular ssDNA binding assay (a metric
for topological closure of the complex) and helicase acti-
vation. For instance, even though the hexameric Mcm7/4
complex is capable on its own to unwind DNA, the open
Mcm pentameric preparation (containing Mcm2-5 and 7,
but lacking Mcm6) binds circular ssDNA but lacks
helicase activity (14). Further, solution conditions that
alter the topology of the complex also alter its ability to
unwind DNA. Chloride-containing buffers favor an open
conformation of Mcm2-7 (i.e. favor circular ssDNA
binding) and concomitantly inhibit DNA unwinding;
glutamate-containing buffers favor a closed Mcm
topology (i.e. block circular ssDNA binding) and stimu-
late DNA unwinding (14).

Evidence that the Mcm regulatory ATPase active sites are
allosteric rather than catalytic. Prior studies indicate that
the Mcm2-7 ATPase active sites turn over ATP at very
different rates. The Mcm5/3, 6/2 and 4/6 dimers have a
very low rate of ATP hydrolysis relative to the Mcm3/7
and 7/4 dimers (12,13,15,17). Moreover, analysis of ATP
hydrolysis in Mcm2-7 complexes containing DENQ or
RA mutations generally supports the observations of
dimer ATP hydrolysis levels (12), suggesting that the regu-
latory subunits are not part of an ordered hydrolysis cycle
that promotes DNA unwinding. Furthermore, the
S. cerevisiae Mcm2DENQ (12) and Mcm2KR (16) muta-
tions decrease ATP hydrolysis at the Mcm6/2 active site
but are viable, indicating that ATP hydrolysis at this site is
largely unnecessary for DNA replication. Finally, our
analysis indicates that many of the mutations among the
regulatory active sites affect the ability of the complex to
bind circular ssDNA, strongly suggesting that the binding

Figure 4. (A) Correlation between various biochemical and genetic
defects of individual Mcm ATPase alleles and their location within
the Mcm2-7 ring. Walker A (KA, denoted by black or gray rectangle),
Walker B (DENQ, denoted by red circle) and arginine finger (RA,
denoted by cyan triangle) mutations of each subunit are mapped
onto the putative circular organization of Mcm2-7, as indicated. To
illustrate the trends in these data in a simple manner, the activity of
each mutation on the indicated property is categorized into one of three
groups and labeled as follows: approximately wild-type (120–33% the
levels of wild type Mcm2-7, no fill), partially defective (33–10%,

shaded), or completely defective (<10% the activity of wild type,
solid fill). These categories are for illustration only and do not imply,
for example, that a mutant placed in the wild-type category for one
activity globally functions as a true wild type Mcm2-7 complex. The
summary of association rates was derived from Supplementary
Table S4, and missing alleles correspond to those that bind ssDNA
too poorly to reliably quantify an association rate. Trends in the
relative ATPgS preincubation stimulation of association rates were
quantified as follows: unfilled symbols correspond to a rate stimulation
between 5.4- (wt) and 2.4-fold; shaded fill corresponds to a rate stimu-
lation of <2.4- to 1.4-fold; and solid fill corresponds to a rate stimu-
lation of <1.4-fold. Trends in the circularization activity were plotted
as the ratio of cir1st/cir2nd: unfilled corresponds to a ratio of 0.4–0.7
(�wt); shaded fill 0.7–0.8; and solid fill 0.9–1.0 (completely defective).
Data concerning the KA mutations are summarized from (5,14,15), the
ATP hydrolysis and viability data of the DENQ and RA alleles are
from (12), and the ssDNA association rate and circularization data for
the RA mutants are from (14). (B) Model of Mcm2-7 activity. The
Mcm5/3 and 6/2 active sites communicate the status (open versus
closed) of the Mcm2/5 gate to the Mcm7/4 motor. When the gate is
open (left), helicase activity is inhibited; when the gate is closed (right),
helicase activity is stimulated.
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of ATP to these sites affects the topology of the Mcm2-7
complex.

Figure 4B summarizes the above observations and
suggests a working model that supposes that helicase
activity from Mcm7/4 and an open Mcm2/5 gate are
normally mutually exclusive, and the status of the gate
(i.e. open versus closed) is transmitted to the helicase
motor by allosteric changes propagated by the two
flanking ATPase active sites (Mcm5/3 and 6/2). This ar-
rangement may allow helicase activity to be controlled by
cellular factors that regulate nucleotide occupancy or
turnover of the Mcm2/5, 5/3 and/or 6/2 active sites.

Alternatively, as stated above, the Mcm5/3, 6/2 and
(possibly) 4/6 active sites may function as ‘minor gates’
in addition to the putative ‘major’ Mcm2/5 gate. Such
structural features are worth considering if the Mcm2-7
complex does indeed bind dsDNA in its central channel at
origins of replication [as indicated by recent structural
work (27)] but ultimately functions as a classical helicase
by encircling ssDNA while unwinding (7). For example,
the Mcm2/5 gate may allow initial dsDNA entry into the
central channel of the complex, while the minor gate(s)
could facilitate the subsequent expulsion of one of the
two single strands from the central channel upon initial
dsDNA melting.

Comparison of in vivo and in vitro Mcm activity

The ability of the MCM alleles studied here to support
viability in yeast is summarized in Figure 4A (12,15). First,
although many of these alleles have demonstrable in vitro
DNA unwinding, they are lethal in vivo, suggesting that
these mutations block an essential function not directly
related to helicase activity. Second, while the S. cerevisiae
Mcm4RA and 6DENQ mutants are both completely
viable, these mutations inhibit the in vitro helicase
activity of Mcm2-7 (this study) and Mcm467 (12). While
there is currently no explanation for these observations, it
may suggest the interesting possibility that some ATPase
active sites have currently unknown but essential func-
tions, or that additional factors in vivo modulate the
activity of these sites (see CMG complex below).

Possible modulation of Mcm function –
the CMG complex

Several higher-order complexes that contain the six Mcm
subunits in the company of additional DNA replication
factors have recently been identified (28,29). The contri-
bution of the Walker A mutants to DNA unwinding has
recently been studied in each of the six Mcm subunits of
the higher order CMG (Cdc45/Mcm2-7/GINS) complex
from Drosophila (22). Comparison between the results of
the Drosophila CMG complex and the S. cerevisiae
Mcm2-7 complex indicates that, in both cases, individual
Mcm ATPase active sites contribute unequally to DNA
unwinding. Intriguingly, however, the subunits whose
Walker A mutations result in the most deleterious effect
are almost completely reversed between the model
systems, with the Mcm3 and 5 Walker A mutations in
the CMG complex causing the largest decreases in DNA
unwinding activity (22). Although the effects of these

mutations on ATP hydrolysis, ssDNA binding and viabil-
ity in the Drosophila CMG complex are not yet known,
the differences in their DNA unwinding contributions
suggest several possible explanations: (i) that the
Mcm2-7 complexes in these two organisms function dif-
ferently; (ii) that Cdc45 and the GINS complex modulate
Mcm2-7 functions in the CMG complex; or (iii) that the
apparent differences between the two complexes corres-
pond to relatively minor differences in allosteric commu-
nication between the active sites rather than major
catalytic differences between them. In support of the last
point, it should be noted that even in S. cerevisiae, among
the three motifs studied to date (Walker A, Walker B and
arginine finger), mutations exist in each active site that
have a range of defects—some eliminate DNA winding,
while others have relatively little effect. Future work will
be required to sort out the basis for these differences.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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